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    The first measurement of the angular distribution of the slow positron beam emitted from a 
MgO moderator and accelerated to several eV has been performed by connecting the TOF mea-
surements and the measurements of the axial-magnetic-field dependence of slow positron yields. It 
has been found that the contributions of the non-axial components of the positron velocities to 
the kinetic energies, which cannot be included in the measured energies by conventional TOF 
methods, are representatively --1 eV and not negligibly small in the experiments on the slow 
positron collisions. 
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                         INTRODUCTION 

   The study of slow positron collisions with various gases has been in progress since 
about a decade ago, where the time of flight (TOF) techniques have been playing an 
important ro1e.1' 

   In general the TOF methods measure the velocity along the axis of the flight path 
and determine the kinetic energy for each particle, and here the velocity component 
normal to the axis must be small enough. In the slow positron cases reported so far, 
however, the magnitude of such component has never been directly measured. 

   If there exist the intrinsic spreads of kinetic energies and directions .of the slow 

positrons straight away after emitted from the moderator surface, then the slow positron 
beam after their acceleration to the desired energies will also spread, and hence the 
normal components will appear. Since the microscopic process of the slow positron 
emission has not been clearly understood yet, there is no reason to neglect a priori the 
normal component. 

   In the present work, we have measured the angular distribution of slow positrons 
emitted from a MgO moderator and accelerated to several eV, using the fact that 

positrons draw helical paths of which radii are proportional to the normal components 
of the velocities in axial magnetic field. 

                         EXPERIMENTAL 

   The schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Basic performance of 
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     Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus. 
           Detail A : to scale. The others : not to scale. A) source assembly, L) Lucite 

           light guide, PM) RCA 8575 photomultiplier, C) Ceratron, VC) vacuum chamber, 
           SC) solenoid coil, MS) p-metal shield, T) flight tube, GI, G2) grounded grids, 

           G3) grid for positron acceleration to detectable energy (actually —200 V applied), 
S) 22Na source, and P) plastic scintillator. Right-hand face is deposited with 

           Al for light reflection. The Al-layer is grounded. 0) copper disk with 4-mm-
           diam hole to support the scintillator, M) moderator, CS) brass disk with a 3.2-

            mm-diam circular slit, and I) ceramic insulators. 

the apparatus to measure the flight times of positrons has been described in detail in 

Ref. 2. For the present work, a 1 mm thick brass disk with a 3, 2 mm diam circular 

slit at the center is set on the righthand side of the grounded grid G1 to confine the 

starting places of slow positrons, and a brass tube of 20 mm inner diameter and 20. cm 

length, which absorbs such positrons that collide with its inner surface, is positioned be-

tween the grounded grids GI and G2. The positron detection system, which consists of 

the grounded grid G2, negatively biased grid G3 and a positron detector (Ceratron), and 

has an effective opening of 1 cm diameter, is mounted at the tube end. The centers 

of the slit and of the effective opening of the detection system are carefully aligned with 

the axis of the tube. As a moderator, 200 cell per inch stainless steel grid coated thinly 

with MgO powder has been used. The MgO powder has been coated by burning 

magnesium ribbons in air and exposing the stainless steel grid to the smoke. Throughout 

the experiment the accelerating voltage of 6 V is applied. The stray and earth's magnetic 

fields are reduced to less than 10 mG in all the flight region by using a 2 mm thick 
  metal tube. 
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                   PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENTS 

   First we separate a positron kinetic energy E into two terms, 

E=E1+E2,(1) 

where 

                             E1= 2v1,E2=-12-1-172 , 

where v1 is the component of the positron velocity parallel to the axis of the flight tube, 

v2 is the one normal to the axis, and m is the positron mass (Fig. 2). The angle of the 

positron velocity to the axis is 

B-tari 1\v1 /=tari 1(NI.(2) 

                    V 
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                           Fig. 2. Definitions of v1 and v2. 

El is measured by the conventional TOF methods,2' and we will fix E1 in the following 

discussion, so that we can regard E2 as a variable which indicates the magnitude of the 

angle B. 

   In order to obtain the E2 distribution of the slow positrons, a homogeneous axial 
magnetic field B is applied. Then the slow positrons started from the slit at the left 

end of the flight tube travell to the right end of the tube, drawing helical paths with 

the radii 

rB(B, E2)=(2Ba)z(3) 
where e is the positron charge. For simplicity we assume that the slit is small enough 
that it can be regarded as a point on the axis of the tube, and assume that the times 
of flight are longer than a half period of the helical motion. Then the positrons which 
can reach to the end of the tube must have such radii of the helical motions that 

rB(B, Es) <rc ,(4 ) 

where re means a half of the tube radius. From Eqs. (3) and (4) we obtain 

E7 (B) _  (eBrc) ~(5 ) 
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where  E; (B) means the upper limit of the possible E2 value of such positrons that can 
come to the end of the tube in the axial magnetic field B. 

   We can use relation (5), to determine the angular distribution, that is, the E2 distri-
bution of slow positrons, by varying B. Let dN[EZ, EZ ] be the number of slow positrons 

of which E2 lie between EZ and E27 then 

dN[EZ(B), EZ(B')]=N(B')—N(B) (B'>B),(6) 

where N(B) and N(B') are the experimentally determined slow positron yields in the 
magnetic field B and B', respectively, fixing all the other experimental conditions. 

   Actually our positron detection system has an effective opening of 0.5 cm radius, 
which is smaller than the tube radius (1 cm), then the yields of the slow positrons wave 
as varying B, as shown in Fig. 3. This waving originates from an instrumetal basis and 
can be explained as follows. In the field B corresponding to the valley of the waving, 
the helical period zB and the flight time tf correspoding to the given E1 have the 
relation 

                    t f= (n+2)zB (n=1, 2, 3, •••)• (7 ) 
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     Fig. 3. Axial-magnetic-field dependence of the slow positron yields. Error bars indicate 
            statistical errors only. For the circles without error bars the statistical errors are 

            within the circles. Accumulation times : 10000 sec for 0. 3, 0. 35, O. 5, 0. 6, 0. 7, 
0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.05, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.55, and 1.88 A. 80000 sec for 0.38, 
0.4, 0.42, 0.45, 0.75 O. 77, 1. 10, 1. 13, and 1. 15 A. The yields mean, the net 

            counts of the slow positron peaks normalized to 10000 sec. Arrows and numbers 
           indicate the positions where Eq. (8) or (10) is satisfied and the correspondent 

            n values, respectively. The broken line is for eye guide. 

Therefore, the slow positrons reach the tube end at the most distant position from the 
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tube axis, and some of them escape from the effective opening of the detection system. 
On the other hand in the field B corresponding to the peaks, 

tf-nzB (n=1, 2, 3, •••)•(8) 

Therefore the positrons are focussed onto the center of the effective opening. 
   By the equations 

       __ 12'rm(9)                     (2E
s/m)                                     and DB=eB'        tfz 

Equation (8) reduces to 

B-  2rzn (2mE1) 2 (n=1, 2, 3, ••.),(10) 
el 

where l is the flight path length. In the present analysis we can use as B or B' in Eq. 
(6) only such B that satisfy Eq. (10), because in such cases the positrons which come 
to the end can be detected without loss. (Although the intrinsic efficiency of the detector 
has not been determined yet and may vary with the place of positron impact, but under 
the condition (8) or (10) the positrons will always hit an area of a few-mm diammeter 
near the center, and the effective efficiency, that is, the averaged value over such an 
area, could be treated as a certain constant. Consequently Eq. (6) doesn't lose the 
validity provided N and AN are regarded as relative values.) 

                     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

   Typical TOF spectra are shown in Fig. 4. Slow positron peaks have been observed 
at E,=7.3±0.3 eV with the full spreads --2 .2 eV. 

   In the present experiment the focussing condition (10) reduces to 

I[A]=0.37n (n=1, 2, 3, •••),(11) 

where I represents the coil current for the magnetic field (B[T] =7 . 62 x 10-4 I [A]) and 
the positions satisfying Eq. (11) are indicated by arrows in Fig. 3. Only the data near 
these arrows can be used to obtain E2 distribution by Eq. (6), as discussed above. We 
adopt the data of which I=0.38, 0.75, 1. 10, 1.50, and 1.88 A. 

   Equation (5) reduces to 

Ez (I) _ (1. 27±817) x 12(12) 

in the present condition. The ambiguity essentially arises from the finite size of the 
right end slit. 

   Using Eqs. (6) and (12) with adopted data, we obtain the "E2 spectrum" as follows, 

AN( 0, 0. 18) =186± 9, 
4N(0. 18, 0. 71) =272±14, 
4N(0. 71, 1. 54) =161 ±16 , 
AN (1. 54, 2. 86) =182±39 , 
dN(2.86, 4.46) = 93±52, 
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                     Fig. 4. Typical time-of-flight spectra. 
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   Fig. 5. E2 spectrum. Error bars mean statistical errors only. Numbers with arrows 

          indicate the angles to the axis 0=•tan-1 (E2/El) z, for E1=7.3 eV. The 
           area of each column represents the slow positron population. 
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       where the units of the numbers in brackets and of the right hand sides are eV and 

positrons/10000 sec, respectively. 
           The attention must be paid, however, to the fact that true E2 spectrum has been 

       smeared over -.4/3 regions of each bin at the boundaries, due to the ambiguity of Eq. 

       (12). These results are depicted as a histogram in Fig. 5. 
EZ spectrum of slow positrons from the present MgO moderator has shown an ex-

        ponential-like curve, and representative E2 value characterizing the curve would be -~-1 
       eV (for example the average E2 in the obtained five bins is 1.4 eV). From the results 

       it is clear that, if the contribution of E2 to E is not properly taken into account, there 

       does exist a systematic error source of energy determination by TOF methods with the 

MgO moderator. In addition, the distribution of E2 results in one of the limitation of 

       the TOF energy resolution. 

           Thus we obtain an instruction that, to perform more precise and/or detailed experi-

       ments about slow positron collisions, the efforts of reducing E2 are of essential impor-

          tance. 
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